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Abstract
By punch trajectory planning for a multi-axis forming press, it is possible to affect the local material properties in the work-
piece. A multi-axis forming process can influence the material flow and thus the material properties via the punch path. 
During multi-axis forming processes, the velocity on a defined punch path affects the heat transfer between the punch and 
the forming material. An example for such forming materials is glass mat thermoplastics (GMT). Multi-axis forming can 
form these materials in a molten state. The materials cool down during forming due to contact-induced heat transfer between 
material and punch. The contact zone varies during the process and depends on the punch path. The punch velocity, however, 
influences the duration of the contact. In order to plan the punch velocity for required part properties, this paper presents an 
analytical model. The model bases on the geometrical description of the contact zone and gives different velocity profiles, 
which are tested in experiments. Finally, the paper discusses the analytical model, the velocity profiles and the requirements 
for the press.
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1 Introduction

In forming and pressing processes, the tool trajectory is 
often one-, two- or three-dimensional. More dimensions 
allow complex trajectories to achieve a higher production 
flexibility [1]. This paper presents a process called multi-
axis forming. Multi-axis forming ranges between forming 
with a linear tool movement, for example compression mold-
ing [2], and forming with a complex tool movement, for 
example incremental sheet forming [3]. Unlike compres-
sion molding, the punch movement is not limited to a linear 
translation and differs from incremental sheet forming by 
its broader contact area and workpiece-specific tool shape.

In multi-axis forming, the punch movement can follow a 
trajectory, for example a superposition of rotation and trans-
lation. Trajectories are a combination of path and velocity 
[4]. The punch trajectory influences the local material prop-
erties. While the punch path defines the workpiece geometry 

and the direction of the material flow, the punch velocity 
defines for example the cooling of warm forming mate-
rial. As forming material, this study uses fiber-reinforced 
thermoplastic.

The benefit from multi-axis forming process is the ability 
to adjust the material flow in comparison to a linear press-
ing movement. This material flow can orientate fibers in 
load direction and result in a material property influenced 
by the punch trajectory [5]. Further process potentials are an 
improved form filling and reduced machine forces through 
smaller pressing areas. Another use case for the multi-axis 
forming process can be the reduction of the mechanical com-
plexity of the die. An example is the avoidances of sliders by 
increasing the tool path complexity. Other papers deal with 
the tool design for a known part and tool path [6], the tool 
path influence on the material flow [7, 8] or how the material 
flow can be measured [9].

The scope of this paper is a description of the contact 
state in the process and the planning of the tool path velocity. 
The research goal are suitable velocity profiles for multi-axis 
forming to process fiber-reinforced thermoplastics. First, this 
paper describes the forming process and the contact state 
between tool and forming material, followed by preliminary 
experiments. Second, this paper presents an analytical model 
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that provides different path velocities. Third, this paper dem-
onstrates and discusses the use of the different path veloci-
ties in forming experiments.

2  Multi‑axis forming of fiber‑reinforced 
thermoplastics

This paper provides a brief process description, since multi-
axis forming is not a common forming process. In multi-axis 
forming, trajectories with six degrees of freedom enable the 
manufacturing of complex parts.

The concept of multi-axis forming origins from orbital 
forming. Han et al. [10–12] use a similar approach to achieve 
more complex parts. These papers show the manufactur-
ing of non-rotary parts through orbital forging. Han et al. 
[10–12] give a description of the geometrical relation 
between path and die for a two dimensional trajectory. How-
ever, for cold orbital forging, the path velocity is independ-
ent of the heat flow.

Conte et al. [3] show that processing fiber-reinforced ther-
moplastic at glass transition temperature with incremental 
sheet forming is feasible. The drawback and starting point 
for further investigations are springback, cracking and over-
all part inaccuracy.

Subject of the investigations in this paper is forming 
of materials such as glass mat thermoplastics (GMT). In 
[2] the cooling behavior of thermoplastic in manufactur-
ing processes is described. The forming of fiber-reinforced 
thermoplastics requires a heating phase to melt the matrix 
material, a forming phase and a cooling phase. The cooling 
to temperatures well below the melting point must take place 
while the material is still under pressure to ensure consolida-
tion. The authors in [2, 13] give a description of the material 
flow of fiber-reinforced thermoplastic and the orientation 
and segregation of fibers.

Known influences on the part shape in a pressing process 
are material and tool temperature, insertion position and 
shape as well as pressure and holding time. These influences 
lead to shrinkage or warpage through fiber segregation and 
orientation [14, 15]. The focus of this paper is the influence 
of the tool velocity, which is an uncommon research topic 
for a pressing process. The machine is path-controlled and 
the tool path is given. The pressure is a result of the reaction 
forces. The start temperatures and the insertion position are 
constant.

In multi-axis forming processes, the punch forms the 
fiber-reinforced plastic material in the lower die. The draw-
ing in Fig. 1 gives an overview of the forming process. The 
flow front of the forming material moves in the same direc-
tion as the punch movement. In this process, only a part of 
the punch is in contact with the forming material. The punch 

squeezes excessive material ahead. This excessive material 
is the reservoir of molten material.

The geometry-defining zones of the punch are the current 
closest points to the final part surface. The solidification line 
separates the solid material from the zone with molten mate-
rial. The closest point must be at or in front of the solidifica-
tion line, as forming of thermoplastics should take place in 
a molten state. If the complete material is below recrystal-
lization temperature, before the punch finishes forming, the 
part thickness remains above specification, but if any molten 
material remain in the part after pressing, a layer of porous 
material can re-form in the part median plain [16]. There-
fore, there is a small process window, in which the forming 
velocity is optimal.

The examined punch path is a rolling movement over a 
plain lower die with reduced relative movement between part 
and punch at the closest points. Figure 1a displays punch, 
forming material, lower die and material flow as well as 
the heat flow from forming material to die and the material 
flow within the reservoir. Figure 1b defines the geometrical 
relations in the process. The contact point is the first contact 
between die and forming material. The closest point is the 
last contact. At the solidification point the upper and lower 
solid layer of forming material touch. The solidification 
zone describes the area in which molten material is present 
between the contact point and the solidification point.

Processes, which are comparable in respect to the cooling 
behavior, are compression and injection molding. The cool-
ing in compression molding is equivalent to a mechanical 
static situation with short flow length. In injection molding, 
the global material flow within a cavity and its flow length 

Fig. 1  a Multi-axis forming with a static lower die and a punch, 
which can move in all six dimensions; Heat flow from forming mate-
rial to die and punch; b Geometrical relations
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influence the cooling behavior. Both behavior descriptions 
do not apply to multi-axis forming.

A process with high similarity to multi-axis forming 
is twin-rolling casting. Numerical investigations [17, 18] 
give a detailed description of cooling in this process. Both 
processes, twin-rolling and multi-axis forming, build up a 
layer of solid thermoplastic in the vicinity to the tool surface. 
However, twin-rolling is a continuous process, while multi-
axis forming is a discontinuous process.

Main factors for the cooling process in multi-axis form-
ing are the initial temperatures, material thickness and the 
contact time. The cooling at the contact surfaces only affects 
a thin layer of material due to the low thermal conductivity 
of the thermoplastic. These factors influence the optimal 
path velocity profile.

3  Experimental set‑up

For the experimental set-up, a six degree of freedom press, 
for instance a Stewart platform, realizes the multi-axis form-
ing process. The authors in [19, 20] give a description of 
the press. Figure 2 displays the set-up with six hydraulic 
cylinders, which are connected to form a parallel kinematic 
between the frame and a platform that carries the punch.

The forming experiments use glass mat thermoplastics 
(GMT) S130A248-N1 by Quadrant with a fiber to polypro-
pylene matrix volume ratio of 30%. The melting temperature 
of the matrix material is 166 °C and the mold shrinkage is 
0.2–0.35%. Figure 3 gives a sketch of the tool geometry and 
the insertion position of the GMT. Before the forming pro-
cess, the heated GMT has a size of 120 mm by 110 mm by 
40 mm (x, y, z) and after the forming, the maximum dimen-
sions are 360 mm by 120 mm and 3 mm. The coordinate 
system in this tool is set at the surface of a 3 mm part. The 

thermocouple (type K) positions are in the median plane in 
between two GMT sheets.

A convection oven directly next to the press heats the 
GMT at 220 °C, after melting the GMT is stacked with ther-
mocouples in between. The heating phase continues until the 
material core temperature reaches 195 °C. The material is 
placed in the tool and the tool closes with a linear movement 
in the z-axis. Beginning from the insertion position, a rolling 
movement of the punch forms the warm material. Die and 
punch have a temperature of around 25 °C (room tempera-
ture with no heating or cooling system). Measurements of 
the material thickness in different positions take place after 
cooling the material down to room temperature.

4  Preliminary tests

Preliminary forming tests show the cooling time for dif-
ferent part thickness. These tests have the same set-up and 
experimental procedure as described above. The only differ-
ence is a flat punch, which moves along the z-axis and holds 
the lowest position to cool the GMT. Figure 4 displays the 

Fig. 2  Experimental press with six hydraulic cylinders

Fig. 3  Cross section of the geometry of the lower die, position of the 
thermocouples and coordinate system within the lower die; position 
and shape of the initial GMT in gray (left) (Color figure online)
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averaged measured temperature at sensor 1 to 3 for each part. 
The standard deviation is 4 °C or lower between each sensor.

Figure 5 displays the heating and cooling curve in a dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis. The recrys-
tallization takes place at 117 °C for a cooling rate of 10 K/s. 
For a part with 3 mm thickness, the cooling rate is about 
7 K/s and it takes 13 s to cool the material to the recrystal-
lization temperature.

The cooling curves show some scatter in this set-up, due 
to manual operation, local surface cooling and irregular 
matrix flow. This led to the decision to measure the tem-
peratures only in the preliminary tests but not in the follow-
ing experiments.

5  Modeling of the cooling behavior

In order to describe the relation between forming velocity, 
part thickness and part temperature for fiber-reinforced ther-
moplastic material, this paper presents a phenomenological 
model. This model considers a section of the material with 
a constant path velocity.

Figure 6 displays the material thickness (a) and the tem-
perature within the material in the median plane (b) at one 
location for three path velocities. In this model, the tem-
perature of V1 is apparently too low and solid excess mate-
rial remains at this position leading to a higher part thick-
ness. The other velocities, V2 and V3, are higher than V1. 
With these velocities, the excess material is warm and flu-
ent enough resulting in the correct part thickness. The final 
part thickness remains only correct for parts pressed with 
V2 velocity. Parts pressed with V3 loft again in the median 
layer, where the material is too warm to remain consolidated 
after pressing, resulting in a higher part thickness.

In a first approach, the authors assume a profile with a 
variable path velocity. The analytical model for planning 
the path velocity describes the contact state in the form-
ing process. The path velocity is a function of the length 
of the material in contact divided by a time to cool down 

the material. For the calculations, one assumption is that 
the material surface areas in contact to the die still have the 
initial heating temperature. This model assumes, that two 
layers of solid material build up on die and punch surface 
through cooling. The preliminary tests provide the cooling 
time for a certain material thickness to solidify. Each layer 
has to reach half the part thickness and remaining molten 
material flows out of the pressing gap.

This study analysis a cross section in a rolling punch 
movement with a flat flow front in any given situation. The 
current contact area is part of the surface of the remaining 
reservoir. Figure 7 displays the variables for this model.

The analytical model describes the relation between 
formed material and remaining reservoir. The volume of 
the compound is a function of the punch position. The 
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Fig. 5  DSC analysis of the GMT with polypropylene matrix

Fig. 6  a Illustration of the phenomenological model; b Temperature 
within the part depending on the process progress and the punch 
velocity

Fig. 7  Variables for the analytical model: formed material length (x), 
punch radius (r), contact angle (α), material reservoir length (l), con-
tact length (b), part thickness (d), additional flow front height (h)
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following equations formulate the analytical model, cor-
responding to Fig. 7. The constant total material area (ATot) 
is the part length (xPar) times the part thickness (d). This 
is equal to the sum of the formed material (AFor), a square 
area around the remaining material (ARem) and the trian-
gle in the punch (ATri), subtracted by a section area of the 
punch in contact (ASec):

Insertion and conversion to the position of the closest 
point (x(α)) result in formula 9:

The contact length (b) is contact angle (α) times punch 
radius (r). With the closest point (x(α)), the contact length 
(b(α)) and a set of parameters r = 744 mm, d = 3 mm, 
xPar = 360 mm, it is possible to draw a contact length over 
position curve by using a spreadsheet program like Micro-
soft Excel, see Fig. 8. Another way to describe the contact 
state is the sum of tool positions in contact with the mate-
rial at each point along the x-axis. This sum results in a 
length hereafter called contact sum. In the calculation of 
the contact sum, the initial material thickness after heating 
is 40 mm. With the first movement in z-axis, these 40 mm 
add to the contact sum of the first 143 mm.

The aim of a model based planning for the path veloc-
ity is to generate a velocity profile based on the contact 
time for each surface point. Two different approaches are 
possible. With a stepwise movement, the punch stops at a 
certain point, cools the material down until solidification 

(1)A
Tot

= A
For

+ A
Rem

+ A
Tri

− A
Sec

(2)A
Tot

= x
Par

∗d

(3)A
For

= d∗x

(4)A
Rem

= (h + d)∗l

(5)A
Tri

= (r − h)∗l∕2

(6)A
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(8)h = r − cos(�)∗r

x = (x
Par

∗ d − r
2
sin(∝) − dsin(∝)r

+
r2sin(∝)cos(∝)

2

(9)+(r2∗ ∝)∕2)∕d.

reaches a certain layer thickness and moves to the next 
position pressing the remaining material out. This cycle of 
cooling and pressing repeats for the whole part. The step 
width correlates with the contact length from Fig. 8. The 
second approach is the use of a variable path velocity. The 
variable path velocity for each surface point is a function 
of the contact sum divided by the cooling time.

Figure 9 displays a variable and a stepwise velocity pro-
file as well as a profile for a constant movement. These pro-
files base on a time frame of 13 s to build up a solid layer 
of total 3 mm. The variable movement starts in z-axis and 
continues in x-axis.

The stepwise movement has several positions, each with 
a cooling time of serval seconds, and an instantanius move-
ment to the next position. The acceleration as well as the 
velocity of the press restrict this movement, this velocity 
planning assumes one second for the movement. Along the 
path, the step size decreases to the end of the forming pro-
cess. If the flow front is only two millimeters higher than 
part thickness, the velocity profiles moves directly to the 
last position and omits the remaining small steps. This pro-
cedure simplifies the path planning and shortens the overall 
process time.
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6  Experimental results

The validation of the model requires forming tests. The path 
velocities vary between the highest possible velocity of the 
press and the slowest possible velocity. The process force 
restricts the slowest possible velocity, as the material gets 
too cold to form. A constant velocity profile considers only 
the closest point and a small area in front of the closest point. 
It relies on the alternative assumption that the cool down rate 
depends on the material thickness. This approach is similar 
to a steady state such as twin-rolling [17, 18].

Figure 10 shows the results as exact process time and the 
final part thickness along the x-axis. At very short process 
times, the thickness has a high variety and decreases with 

longer process times. With a constant forming velocity, it is 
not possible to achieve a uniform part thickness. The goal for 
the resulting part thickness is 3 mm. Figure 10 displays part 
thicknesses of exactly 3 mm in white, higher part thicknesses 
in red and lower part thicknesses in blue. The color intensity 
increases in the heat map with higher difference.

The stepwise forming profile bases on a constant cooling 
rate independent from the part thickness. The step size var-
ies for each step according to the results in Fig. 9. Table 1 
compares the measured and the calculated flow front. Over-
all, the flow front is not a straight line. The estimation of 
the flow front by the analytical model falls into the range of 
measured values. Table 2 displays the input parameters for 
the stepwise tests with constant step positions and variable 
cooling times.

Figure 11 displays the thickness over the length of the 
part. At 10 mm, 50 mm and 200 mm in x-direction the part 
thickness reaches higher values than average. These values 
are quite indifferent to longer cooling times. Only at 10 mm 
occurs a rapid change to smaller values with cooling times 
higher 9 s.

Figure 12 displays a combination of a constant forming 
velocity with a stop at start of the rolling movement. At 
10 mm x-position, the part thickness after the experiments 
with a stop is smaller than without. With longer process 
times, the part thicknesses at 100 mm and 120 mm incline 
to higher values. The other values are similar to Fig. 10.

7  Discussion

The analytical model bases on part and die geometry. For 
the example, the estimation of the flow front position is fea-
sible and it is possible to describe the contact length. For 
complex geometries or punch paths, the model might get 

Table 1  Stepwise forming 
positions; extend of flow front 
after stepwise forming and the 
calculated contact length

Step positions in mm Left Middle Right Calc

0 145 190 178 145
0 145 242 255 261 256
0 145 256 326 344 298 330

Table 2  Position, cooling and 
process time for the stepwise 
forming tests

Step positions in mm Cooling time 
in s

Process 
time in s

E1 0 145 256 330 360 7 40
E2 0 145 256 330 360 9 50
E3 0 145 256 330 360 11 60
E4 0 145 256 330 360 13 70
E5 0 145 256 330 360 15 80

Process 
time in s 

Part thickness at position (x-axis) in mm 
10 50 100 120 150 200 250 300 

6.5 4.8 4.9 3.2 3.7 3.9 3.3 3.7 3.0 
9 4.4 3.7 3.2 3.4 3.8 3.5 3.3 3.0 
11.5 4.8 4.0 3.3 3.2 3.7 3.2 3.0 3.0 
14 4.1 3.7 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.1 3.2 3.1 
20 4.0 3.6 3.2 3.1 3.6 3.2 3.0 2.8 
25 3.7 3.7 3.2 3.1 3.6 3.3 3.4 3.0 
31 3.8 3.6 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.0  
36.5 3.8 3.6 3.3 3.1 3.3 3.0 3.0 2.9 
42 3.8 3.6 3.3 3.1 3.4 3.1 3.1 2.9 
47.5 3.7 3.4 3.3 3.1 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.0 
52 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.1 2.9 
58.5 3.7 3.4 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.0 2.9 
70.5 3.5 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.6 3.6 3.2 
81.5 3.4 3.3 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.8 3.9 3.3 

Fig. 10  Part thickness as heat map over x-axis and different constant 
forming velocities
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too complex. A forming simulation can solve this complex 
velocity planning.

The authors conducted experiments with a constant path 
velocity to analyze the process behavior. The part thickness 
for a constant forming velocity changes gradually depend-
ing on the path velocity. The areas in Fig. 13 describe the 
thickness deviations in Fig. 10. The tolerance for the part 
thickness is 0 mm to 0.3 mm. The mold shrinkage for 3 mm 
part thickness is around 0.01 mm and therefore neglected.

In region a, the material thickness is too high but 
decreases with longer process times, which indicates unfin-
ished consolidation due to too short contact times. The same 
applies to region b. The analytical model explains the region 
a and shows that contact times are too short. However, it 
does not provide an explanation for region b so that more 
investigations for this area are necessary. In region c, the 
material thickness increases with the process time, which 
indicates a material that is too cold for forming. In region 
d, the measured thickness has a high variety over the whole 
part length, indicating a thin solid layer after the forming. In 
region e, the low part thicknesses indicate a lack of material.

The stepwise velocity profile has two variables, step 
width and cooling time. The analytical model describes the 
step width well enough. The determination of a suitable 
cooling time was not possible. The cooling time of 13 s 
has the best forming result and correspond to the estimated 
cooling time of 13 s for 3 mm, but the cooling behavior 
depends on the material thickness, Fig. 4. The influence 
of the material thickness on the cooling behavior is too 
high for a stepwise approach. Therefore, it is not possible 
to build up a constant solid layer over the contact length, 
which results in high varieties of the part thickness. In 
addition, the very low material thickness at some points 
indicates an overshoot in the position control of the press 
due to high dynamics.

A variable velocity profile is suitable to achieve the 
optimal cooling time for each position. However, even for 
a simple part geometry as in this study, the shape of this 
profile is a complex problem. The presented analytical 
model is not sufficient to solve this problem. This shows 
that even for simple geometries a forming simulation is 
necessary. In addition, the position control of the press 
must have the ability to follow a variable velocity profile.

In nearly all tests, the first 50 mm are difficult to cool 
down. The experiments show, that a stop at beginning of 
the rolling phase can solve this problem. Figure 12 shows 
this improvement.

To summarize the discussion, the best result was 
achieved with a constant velocity and a stop at the begin-
ning. It is anticipated, that a model based variable punch 
velocity will provide the best result, with a low velocity 
at the start, higher velocity in the middle part and a low 
velocity at the end. The model should integrate the local 
thickness depended cool down rate of the forming mate-
rial, since only a contact based model with a constant cool 
down rate seems not sophisticate enough.

Part thickness at position (x-axis) in mm
10 50 100 120 150 200 250 300

E1 4.4 4.0 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.5 2.7 3.2
E2 4.8 4.3 3.2 3.0 3.8 3.9 2.7 3.3
E3 2.9 4.7 3.4 3.2 3.0 4.2 2.8 3.3
E4 2.5 4.4 3.2 3.0 2.9 4.0 2.7 3.2
E5 3.6 4.7 3.4 3.0 2.8 4.0 2.8 3.4

Fig. 11  Resulting part thickness after stepwise forming as heat map 
over x-axis

Process 
and 
cooling 
time in s 

Part thickness at position (x-axis) in mm 

10 50 100 120 150 200 250 300 

31 3 3.7 3.5 3.2 3.0 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.0 
36 5 3.5 3.4 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.0 2.9 
42 4 3.7 3.5 3.3 3.1 3.2 3.1 3.1 2.9 
42 7 3.6 3.5 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.1 2.9 
42 10 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.2 3.1 3.1  
42 13 3.0 3.7 3.8 3.6 3.3 3.1 3.1 2.9 
47 13 3.0 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.0 
52 11 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.5 3.3 3.3 3.1 2.9 
59 9 3.3 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.3 3.1 3.0 

Fig. 12  Resulting part thickness for different constant forming veloci-
ties including a stop at x = 0 mm as heat map over x-axis

Fig. 13  Areas of the deviation of the part thickness at different con-
stant forming velocities
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8  Conclusion

This paper introduces multi-axis forming as a process route 
to form and cool down fiber-reinforced thermoplastics. With 
punch paths in six dimensions, it is possible to determine the 
forming and the cooling by the punch trajectory. The punch 
velocity on this trajectory directly determines the cooling.

To obtain a part in a defined thickness, the progress of 
the punch and the solidification point separating molten and 
solid material in the part need to match. This relation allows 
the determination of suitable path velocity profiles. For plan-
ning of these profiles, the study presents a phenomenological 
model as well as an analytical model. The phenomenological 
model describes the deviation of the plate thickness depend-
ing on the path velocity. While low velocities lead to high 
process forces and an unfinished forming, higher velocities 
may lead to an unfinished consolidation and splitting. The 
analytical model describes the contact area in the forming 
process that matches well with the test results.

The paper presents experimental results for different 
velocity profiles, a constant profile and a stepwise profile 
with high acceleration and velocity. Figure 14 shows a com-
parison of the best forming results of each velocity profiles 
with the lowest bias and variance.

The results show, that it is possible to form and cool down 
the material with a constant velocity profile and a variety 
of different velocities. The resulting part thickness is not 
optimal. Throughout all examined velocities, the part thick-
ness is too high at the beginning of the forming process, 
which indicates an unfinished cooling. An extra stop at the 
beginning of the forming process is preferable, to address 
this problem. The tests with this extra stop show overall 
better results.

The tested stepwise velocity profiles were not suitable for 
the process. It is possible to model the contact situation for 
the stepwise profiles, but it is not possible to simplify the 
cooling time as independent from the local material thick-
ness. The resulting part thickness has a high local variety, 
which is contrary to the stepwise approach. In addition, the 
high accelerations and velocities can lead to an overshoot in 
position control.

Another solution for the punch velocity in multi-axis 
forming is a variable velocity profile. To gain this velocity 
profile a forming simulation is inevitable. Future work will 
concentrate on the flow simulation with a thermal model 
[15, 21]. By optimizing the final temperature in the part or 
multiobjectives [22], this simulation can determine the exact 
parameters of the profile. However, the planning must take 
the programming and the kinematic of the press into account 
to realize the velocity profile. This velocity profile can be a 
table or a function and the machines position control must 
be able to interpret this velocity profile in an open loop. A 
closed loop control with process state observer via tempera-
ture and pressure sensors is also possible approach.

Before the solution of this complex task in the future, the 
constant velocity profile with a stop at the beginning is the 
best option. This study shows that calculation of this profile 
is feasible with reasonable effort and leads to robust results 
in practical tests.
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